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Objective

Conversational Publishing is a rapidly growing form of content marketing that relies heavily on meaningful content 
curation around specific topics, trends and events. The objective of this project was to evaluate the impact of Con-
versational Publishing by building a trial run content hub, focussing on the Dreamforce 2014 event. The Goal was to 
prove the Hub’s validity as a social marketing and inbound lead generation tactic.

Results:

Docusign teamed up with technology partner Pressly to create the Dreamforce "Front Row" Hub. Together the two 
teams steadily monitored the events and quickly curated useful information and opinion throughout the week-long 
conference. The results showed promising engagement and the potential for hubs to convert targeted audiences into 
potential customers. The initial test was small in scale. As with most content marketing approaches, the full ROI is not 
always immediate. But the promising early results give good signals to continue with content curation and Conversa-
tional Publishing.

THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NumbeRs at a glaNce: 

- 3 full days of content curation
- Over 10 keynotes covered live
- 4,000 pageviews
- 3.5+ min average page views
- 63.7% new visitors / 35.7% 
   returning visitors

Key wiNs:

- Responsive & Real Time: moving as fast as a  
  well oiled news room to cover the event

- Credibility: received endorsements from major  
   thought leaders, including Marc Andreessen  
   and Ariana Huffington

- Sticky Experience: visitors returned often, and 
   stayed for higher than average visits

OppORtuNities mOviNg fORwaRd:

- Leverage Docusign newsletters
- Embeds on Docusign main site and others
- Leverage employees and partners
- Engagement widgets



OwnInG THE COnvERSATIOn AT #dReamfORce
wanting to stand out in Dreamforce 2014, Docusign teamed up with Pressly to give online viewers and attendees 
a lively content Hub, offering the best news of the day, key takeaways and a constant flow of useful, entertaining 
information. As a result, Docusign became an influential and valuable voice, differentiating itself from the sea of 
marketers at this noisy, busy event.

RespONsive & Real time

- Docusign out-shined even Saleforce’s own social team with its live, on the spot coverage of keynotes. not only 
did the Hub deliver concise, punchy Tweets and rally together the best articles for context, but with Pressly’s 
content team Docusign crafted on the spot social images and memes to stand out from the noise.

cRedibility

- we weren’t just credible by providing 3rd party curation and insight. we were top of radar. with thousands of 
tweets per second to compete with, Docusign’s own content was favourited by super star influencers, including 
Marc Andreessen and Ariana Huffington.

sticKy expeRieNce

- Docusign’s Hub drove nearly 4,000 visits relying on a limited social campaign. what is interesting is what those 
visitors did once they came. They came back. Again and again. with nearly 35.7% return visitor rate, and a 3.5+ 
min average time spent, Docusign developed a loyal following throughout the event.

aNywheRe it’s Needed

- Dreamforce had nearly 150,000 attendees – and literally millions more watching at home. These two audi-
ences required vastly different user experiences to consume the #DF14S Hub. Docusign delivered. 70% of visitors 
consumed on desktop, while 25% read from their phones with a highly engaging, responsive design.

KEY WINS FOR THE #DF14S HUB



OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE

iNteRactiON, cONveRsatiON

- One of the most effective ways to grow a following is to engage more than you shout. Future Hubs should have an 
active Community Manager that is regularly talking with people while sharing his/her own content and curating.

distRibutiON

- Improving distribution is crucial for generating a concrete ROI with social marketing tools. For future Hubs, Docusign 
will benefit from focusing on preparing deeper lists of influencers to target, and ensure content is receiving ample 
attention on major, relevant channels, such as blogs, news sites, and personal connections.

- One other avenue is paid traffic. This was not attempted for this experiment, but targeted ads on Google, LinkedIn 
and other social platforms drive well targeted audiences to discover brand content.

additiONal cuRatORial appROaches

- while Docusign’s Hub had a variety of content formats, including daily summaries, meme-like images, re-sharing and 
annotating 3rd party content, and quick hit blog posts, the ideal curator will rely on several other tactics to engage 
an audience with his/her content. Slide decks, “listicles”, videos, and Infographs are various content forms that will 
improve engagement in future. A design team should work closely with the marketing lead and have various content 
assets on hand before an event to ensure a rich, diverse flow of information.

what is cONveRsatiONal publishiNg?

no one wants to hear a brand talk about itself all the time – unfortunately that’s often the approach in the booming 
field of content marketing. what Conversational Publishing allows is a more engaging, multi-dimensional content ex-
perience for target customers. One which leverages all the best articles and opinions on the web, and presents it in a 
cohesive, valuable collection. when brands are freed-up to become curators, they benefit by appearing more credible 
with their customers, deepening their influence, as well as saving time and resources. Pressly and its partners such as 
Docusign are spearheading this revolution in brand publishing.

- Real time social media support 
   for coverage

- Daily content curation to keep 
   the content flowing

- Targeted campaign to a small list 
  of influencers and tech thought 
   leaders, to gain referrals

- Daily newsletter and original 
  content creation

HOW PRESSlY’S
COMMUNITY TEAM 
HElPED
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